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Abstract— The frequency dependent characteristics of a gapped
toroidal structure are extracted empirically over a bandwidth that exceeds
30MHz. The analysis is complicated due to non-linear flux distributions,
magnetic properties of the core material, leakage inductance, stray
capacitances and eddy currents in the windings. A permeance model of
the core is implemented to model the magnetic circuit. The model includes
a linear lumped element equivalent circuit to approximate the non-linear
complex permeability of the core, which was measured empirically. Stray
capacitance and inductance of the winding are also modeled. A gyrator
is used to couple the electric and magnetic models for circuit simulation.
The measured and simulated results of open-circuit impedance from the
secondary winding and the transimpedance gain (V/A) of the current
sensor are compared and discussed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The wide-band characteristics of passive components are becoming
increasingly important even for high power applications, for which
there have been a steady increase in switching frequencies over recent
years. Modern circuit simulation software running on present microprocessors are more able to cope with high frequencies, and enable
tighter control bandwidth. The ability to predict conducted EMI in
power electronics circuitry before even constructing a prototype has
also become a reality. These are only some of the reasons why
high frequency behavior will gain increasing interest for the accurate
characterization, modeling and design of circuit components, such as
filters, inductors, capacitors and sensors, for frequencies typically up
to 30MHz.
Current transformers with high frequency bandwidths are of special
interest, since they are widely used in EMC compliance testing
to inject disturbances as well as in power electronics circuits with
high switching frequencies and wide-band control functions [1]. This
manuscript investigates the high frequency behavior of a gapped
toroidal magnetic structure which is intended for a current sensor
application. In practice the application includes a Hall-effect element,
which is physically positioned in the air-gap as shown in Fig. 1,
for dc and low frequency components of the measured current.
The higher frequencies, to which the Hall-sensor is insensitive,
are detected magnetically. The magnetic structure, which will be
considered herein, thus consists of a toroidal core with an air-gap,
a single-turn primary passing through the center window of the
core, and a multi-turn secondary winding connected to the detection
circuitry via a small load resistor. Even though this is in principle a
rather simple structure, its behavior at high frequencies is affected by

Fig. 1. Prototype of DC-broadband CT showing the wound toroid with a
Hall-element positioned in the air gap.

several factors that can produce highly non-linear response signals.
Firstly, a large air-gap (necessitated by the physical dimensions
of the Hall-element) in a toroidal core produces a large distribution
of fringing flux that leaks through the window of the core instead of
passing through the air gap. This irregular distribution of flux depends
on the winding arrangement. Secondly, the core characteristics become non-linear due to the frequency-dependent behavior of the ferrite core. At higher frequencies rotational magnetic losses dominate,
and the dielectric properties of the material play in increasing role.
Lastly, the secondary winding itself exhibits enough stray capacitance
and stray inductance to affect performance, notwithstanding the
internal impedances which give rise to a substantial higher resistance
due to eddy current effects. The complexity of its behavior due to the
combination of the above effects does not only affect the modeling
of the structure, but also its empirical characterization. In [2] the
difficulties and trade-offs associated with wide-band characterization
of a current probe by means of frequency domain, S-parameter testing
and time domain testing were discussed. In this study a lumped
element model is extracted using impedance measurements and the
dominating design parameters that dictate broadband performance are
also identified. A permeances model of the core is implemented to
model the magnetic circuit and stray capacitance and inductance of
the winding are also included. The model includes a linear lumped
element equivalent circuit to approximate the non-linear complex
permeability of the core, which was measured experimentally. A set

of gyrators is used to couple the electric and magnetic models for
circuit simulation.
II. C ORE M ATERIAL C HARACTERIZATION
A. Measurement of Complex Permeability
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Fig. 2.
(a) Fully wound thin toroid for the measurement of complex
permeability and (b) its equivalent circuit.

Complete material information over a broad frequency bandwidth
is not always available. Therefore the measurement of the fundamental ferrite parameters, i.e. permeability, permittivity and conductivity
must often be performed by the magnetic designers themselves. For
this aim, specific material samples must be used. The complex relative
permeability μr = μ − jμ can be extracted by measuring the
reactance of a thin toroidal core (cf. Fig. 2). Since the dimensional
effects influence this kind of measurement, the core cross-section
should be sufficiently small [3]–[5]. Moreover, the windings on the
sample core should ideally wrap fully around the circumference of the
toroid. This uniform winding reduces the amount of flux that leaves
the core and forces a more uniform flux density distribution in the
core. The impedance Z of an N -turn inductor L can be represented at
any given frequency ω/2π by the series combination of a resistance,
Rs , and a reactance, jωLs .
 2 
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(1)
= jωLs + Rs
where Ae is the effective core cross section and le is the mean flux
path length. The values of equivalent series circuit parameters Rs
and Ls can be measured directly using an impedance analyzer. The
real and imaginary parts of the complex relative permeability are then
obtained from:
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μ (f ) = Ls (f )
(2)
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μ (f ) = Rs (f )
2
2πf μo N Ae
A R4 toroidal core of N30 ferrite, having dimensions dext = 4 mm,
dint = 2.4 mm, h = 1.6 mm, was used for the measurement. This
thin toroid was fully wound with N = 22 turns. The impedance was
measured with an AGILENT A294A Precision Impedance Analyzer
with an oscillation level of 0.5 mA. The results shown in Fig. 3 are in
good agreement with similar measurements obtained for larger cores
[6].
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Fig. 3. Frequency plot of the real and imaginary parts, μ and μ respectively
of the complex relative permeability for N30 ferrite at 25◦ C.

B. Prototype Construction
The magnetic cores selected for the measurements were R16
toroidal cores of N30 ferrite. Two designs were prototyped for testing;
one having an air gap of 1.6mm and another without an air gap as
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Prototypes of the broadband DC-CT. Ungapped toroids were used
for empirical characterization.
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The MMF per turn, ψ in ampéres is used analogous to the voltage
in an electrical equivalent, whereas the induced voltage per turn, ξ
in wb/s, is used analogous to the current:
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This model is easily verified by expanding (6):
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If normal uniform field distributions are assumed in the media
considered, then the permeance is the reciprocal of the reluctance
analogy:
μS
= −1
Cm =
l
where l is the flux pathlenght and S is the cross sectional area.
A gyrator is implemented to link the equivalent magnetic circuit
to the electrical domain:
Cm =
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Fig. 5. Effect of an external magnetic field for different winding arrangements
on toroidal magnetic cores. The cross sectional area of flux linkage in (a)
becomes smaller if a conductor is returned to the starting position as shown
in (b). This loop area reduces further if the return conductor is wound as
shown in (c). For a gapped toroid, such as in (d), the arrangement must be
repeated twice.

C. Winding Arrangement
High immunity against external fields is important especially for
current measurement applications. The winding arrangement must
therefore be chosen carefully so that any external magnetic fields
will not influence the sensor accuracy [7]. If a traditional winding
is realized, as in Fig. 5(a), then the area linked with the external
magnetic field is about equal to the internal circumference of the
toroid. If one of the two terminals is returned back along the outer
circumference of the toroid, then the loop area is reduced as in Fig.
5(b). This solution is usually used for realizing Rogowski coils [8]–
[10]. If the return conductor is also wound as in Fig. 5(c), then the
loop area is further reduced. For a gapped toroid, this latter winding
strategy can be realized as shown in Fig. 5(d).
The secondaries of the protoypes consisted of 120 turns of 0.2mm
magnet wire.
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= Ni

v

= Nξ

(9)

In a circuit simulator the magnetic circuit can thus be constructed
using capacitor elements to represent all of the permeances. In the
magnetic domain, the flux path may be broken into series capacitor
elements representing permeances, whereas the flux cross section may
be broken into parallel capacitor elements representing permeances.
For instance, a core with an air gap is modeled as a capacitor
for the core permeance in series with a capacitor representing the
permeance of the air gap. The connection to the electrical circuit
can then be represented by the Tellegen gyrator according to (9),
comprising a controlled voltage source producing ψ (in series with
the two capacitors), and another controlled voltage source producing
the electrical voltage.
A. Modeling the Non-Linear Magnetic Core
If the frequency dependency of the ferrite core permeability is to
be included in the model, then a simple curve fit may be implemented
to approximate the complex permeability as a function of frequency.
For frequencies up to 200MHz, the permeability is then approximated
by assuming that
χ1
χ2
+
(10)
μr (jω) = 1 +
1 + jχ1 τ1
1 + jχ2 τ2
Co

III. M AGNETIC M ODELING USING P ERMEANCES
The capacitance-permeance model [11]–[13] was chosen to model
the rotational magnetization losses of the magnetic core. The model
allows electrical simulation of a non-linear magnetic structure,
through an analogous transformation of field quantities and the
implementation of a gyrator. In an electrical analogous model, the
relationship between capacitance and charge from
dq
dv
=C
dt
dt

(4)

can be written as:

dq
(5)
dv
A permeances model is then constructed by defining the permeance,
Cm in henries per turn square as
C=

Cm =

dϕ
dψ

(6)
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Fig. 6. Equivalent magnetic circuit for the complex permeability using linear
lumped electrical elements.

For a toroid having a cross section, A and a magnetic path length,
l, the non-linear permeance of the core can be represented by a
circuit comprising linear elements as shown in Fig. 6. For N30 ferrite,
Table I lists the curve-fitted values that were obtained empirically and
subsequently used in the simulations.
The relationship between this model and the parameters for complex permeability is treated in the Appendix.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR COMPLEX PERMEABILITY OF N30 FERRITE

name
χ1
χ2
τ1
τ2

μr
value
2.621 × 103
1.599 × 103
4.385 × 10−11
6.943 × 10−11

permeance
name
value
Co
671.5pF
C1
1.76μF
C2
1.074μF
R1
65mΩ
R2
103mΩ

ac resistance for the frequency range of interest. It can be extended
to include higher order resonances that occur for frequencies beyond
30MHz.
B. Transimpedance Gain

IV. E MPIRICAL C HARACTERIZATION OF THE P ROTOTYPE
C URRENT T RANSFORMER S TRUCTURE
A. Open Circuit Impedance
The device under test is in essence a current transformer (CT)
with a single conductor in the primary. A model for the secondary
winding was extracted by measuring its output impedance with an
open-circuited primary conductor still present. Rigorous methods for
modeling winding impedances are given in [14], [15]. The measured
and simulated results are plotted in Fig. 7 and the equivalent circuit
for the simulation is depicted in Fig. 8. The lumped equivalent circuit
model for the winding approximates the effects of winding stray
capacitances, the winding leakage impedance and the high frequency

The primary was fed by a signal of constant amplitude over the
frequency range 250 kHz to 30 MHz using a signal generator and
a power amplifier as shown in Fig. 9, and a list of the equipment
is given in Table II. The primary of the CT consists of a custom
designed coaxial construction that provides a constant resistance of
50Ω up to 30 MHz. It providces better stability over this frequency
range and also matches the output impedance of the power amplifier.
At each frequency, the primary (input) current amplitude I1 and the
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Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit with core permeances model and extracted winding
impedances for simulating the output impedance measurement.
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TABLE II
L IST OF E QUIPMENT
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Signal Generator
10 2

Power Amplifier

10 1

50Ω Coaxial Primary

10 0

50mΩ Shunt
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Oscilloscope
Voltage Probe

120

Agilent 33250A 80MHz
function/arbitrary waveform generator
ENI 3200L RF Power Amplifier
gain 55dB, 250kHz-150MHz
custom design
50MHz bandwidth
T&M Research Products
Model A-1-05, Emax =20J
LeCroy Waverunner LT584L
1GHz
LeCroy PP006A
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Fig. 7. Plots of measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) output
impedance.

Fig. 9.

Photograph of the experimental setup.

secondary (output) voltage amplitude UL across the load resistor RL
are measured, along with the time delay between the two signals i1
and uL , that provides the difference Δϕ between the phases of the
measured signals. The ratio between output voltage and input current
provides the transfer function (TF) as a transimpedance gain UL /I1 ,
while the phase of the TF is given by Δϕ.
The equivalent circuit of the current transformer for the transimpedance gain simulation is shown in Fig. 11. It includes the core
permeances model for the non-linear core, the equivalent winding
impedance, and the two Tellegen gyrators for the secondary winding
and the single-turn primary winding.
One of the advantages of the equivalent permeance core model is
the ability to compute core losses directly by measuring the power
dissipation of the resistors in the magnetic circuit. These losses are
tabulated for a 10A excitation of the primary in Table III.
V. D ISCUSSION OF R ESULTS
Each circuital parameter used to model the gapped toroid has a
specific physical meaning and influences the frequency behavior of
the overall device to some degree according to the frequency of the
exciting signal. In particular, the slope of the impedance curve in
Fig. 7 depends mainly on the value of the air gap permeance Cgap ,
since most of the magnetic field concentrates in the air gap. The first
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TABLE III
L OSS B REAKDOWN AT 100 K H Z
Part of Circuit

Source Impedance
Rcore
Core Non-Linear Network
Load
Winding

where L is the self-inductance of the secondary and M is the mutual
inductance between primary and secondary [16]. If there is good
magnetic coupling between primary and secondary, which is typical
for a toroid, then M/L equals the ratio of primary to secondary turns.
Accordingly the low corner frequency and the transimpedance gain
are defined respectively as
fL =

0

phase [°]

71
6.3
0.7
63
1.6

peak is provided by the parallel resonance between the magnetizing
inductance and the winding self-capacitance, the second peak is given
by the series resonance between winding leakage inductance Ls and
self-capacitance and the third peak by the parallel resonance between
Ls and winding self-capacitance. The damping associated with the
second and third resonance peaks in the impedance plot, as well as
the damping associated with the resonant peak in the transimpedance
gain curve (cf. Fig. 10), are modeled by the two large resistors RC1
and RC2 . In fact, the core shunt capacitances, Cw1 and Cw2 , cannot
simply be grounded since a ferrite material is a poor conductor and
the resistors account for the high resistivity of the ferrite.
When the transimpedance gain is calculated (cf. Fig. 11), then
the equivalent circuit remains the same except for the introduction
of another gyrator that accounts for the primary and the secondary,
which is then closed across a load resistor RL . A small capacitor
between the Tellegen gyrators takes into account leakage flux in the
core window that reduces the coupling between the primary conductor
and the secondary winding. It is well known that the expression
of the transimpedance gain of a transformer for low frequency, i.e.
neglecting all HF effects and stray capacitance is
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sM
= RL
(11)
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Fig. 10. The measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) results of the
transimpedance gain of the current transformer.
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Equivalent circuit for the current transformer.
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Fig. 12. (a) Magnetic flux distribution for the inductor excited by a MMF
of 10A at 100 kHz and (b) The magnetic flux density B along the x-axis.
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Fig. 13. (a) Magnetic flux distribution for the current transformer excited
by a primary current of 10A at 100 kHz and (b) the magnetic flux density B
along the x-axis.
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(13)

For this case study these values correspond to fL = 2.27 kHz and
|UL /I1 | = 83 mΩ, where L = 700μH, RL = 10 Ω and N = 120 turns.
These theoretical values have been verified by the proposed transfer
function model (cf. Fig. 10). If the coupling is not ideal, then the
self inductance of the secondary L and the mutual inductance M are
not proportional to one another. Therefore, the presence of a small
capacitance, CL between the Tellegen gyrators accounts for the nonideal coupling. Accordingly the transimpeance gain will be lower and
provided by the general expression


 
 UL 

 = RL M
(14)
 I1 
L
Since the leakage inductance Ls is proportional to N 2 and the
winding self capacitance C is proportional to N , reducing the number
of turns N should extend the frequency band. The drawback of
this solution is that the self inductance L will also decrease, thus
increasing the lower corner frequency.
The value of the load resistor RL plays a crucial role in current
transformers. Firstly, both the lower corner frequency and the transimpedance gain depend on RL . If RL is increased, then a lower
amplitude current will flow in the secondary, since the impressed
e.m.f. (electro motive force) sM I1 remains the same. Therefore the
MMF due to the secondary current will compensate just part of the
magnetic field associated with the primary current. The magnetic field
density and flux line distribution for the inductor are shown in Fig.
12. The compensation of the primary magnetic field by the one in
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Fig. 14. Frequency behavior as a function of the value of the load resistor
RL of the open loop secondary winding voltage or flux derivative or current in
the magnetic circuit over a sinusoidal excitation of 1A. In particular, the curve
for RL = 1MΩ provides the measured open loop impedance, just rescaled
by the turn ratio. The curves were derived by using the equivalent circuit of
the current transformer.

the secondary is evident by examining Fig. 13, where the device
operates in the flat part (100kHz) of its frequency response. For large
values of the load resistor or even for open secondary, the primary
MMF is not compensated. The flux in the core is basically given
by the primary MMF and the device behaves just like an inductor.
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Fig. 15. Transimpedance gain of the current transformer as a function of
the value of the load resistor RL . In particular, the curve for RL = 10Ω
corresponds to the case study. The curves are derived by using the equivalent
circuit of the current transformer.

The magnetizing inductance assumes therefore a larger value and
the frequency plots in Figs. 14-15 show a prominent first parallel
resonance due to the large magnetizing inductance. If RL is small,
then more current will flow in the secondary. Ideally its amplitude
should be equal to the primary current scaled by the turns ratio.
In this case, the magnetizing inductance is very small due to flux
cancellation so that the resultant flux within the transformer core
is negigible. Consequently for small values of RL , the magnetizing
inductance will have no major influence on the frequency behavior,
as is clearly evident from the curves in Figs. 14-15.
Fig. 14 depicts the voltage e (cf. Fig. 11) impressed across the
secondary winding for a sinusoidal excitation of 1A. The voltage
e is equal to the flux derivative, which is equivalent to the current
flowing in the magnetic loop. In other words, this curve represents the
impedance of the secondary winding rescaled by the turn ratio, since
it is the primary which is being fed. In particular, the impedance
plot in Fig. 7 corresponds to one of the curves in Fig. 14, which
was obtained for the largest value of the load resistor. Moreover,
the influence of the magnetizing inductance or of the resulting
magnetic flux on the shape of the impedance frequency plot is directly
apparent from the plots. The results of a similar procedure for the
transimpedance gain are depicted in Fig. 15.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This investigation of a gapped toroidal magnetic structure for
a current sensor dealt with its design, empirical characterization,
parameter extraction and modeling over a wide frequency bandwidth
up to 30MHz. In the current sensing application, the Hall-effect
sensor provides the low-frequency signal, whereas current transformer
action is utilized for the high frequencies. A winding arrangement
was presented which desensitizes the probe to the effects of external
magnetic fields. The complex permeability of the magnetic core
material was measured and the non-linear behavior of the magnetic
core was then modeled by using a permeance model, which also
accounts for the core losses. The output impedance was measured
and all of the parameters associated with winding stray capacitances,
leakage impedance and high frequency winding resistance were
extracted for a lumped linear element equivalent circuit that could be

linked to the magnetic permeances model via two Tellegen gyrators.
The results from these open circuit measurements were compared to
simulated results and good agreement was shown. A good agreement
was also obtained between the measured transimpedance gain of
the current transformer and simulated results thereof using the same
models for core permeances and winding impedances. The influence
of the load resistance in the secondary circuit on the transimpedance
gain was also investigated empirically and numerically.
The upper bandwidth limit of the probe is mostly dependent on
the winding impedances, in particular the stray winding capacitances
[17], and this was also verified in simulations. The permeance model
allows access to the flux rate and the MMF in parts of the toroidal
core, which provided further valuable information about the magnetic
behavior of the magnetic structure. Since a resistance element in the
permeance model represents magnetic losses (unlike the conventional
magnetic reluctance model where resistance represents energy storage), core losses could also be extracted using this method.
The modeling procedure for a gapped toroidal current sensor
that is presented herein demonstrates high accuracy for both the
winding impedance and the trans-impedance gain. From a practical
standpoint, accurate measurement of the transfer function of a current
transformer requires much more effort than measuring only its
winding impedance, and the characterization of a two port device
is generally more complicated than for a one port device. Since
the winding impedance measurement and the characterization of
the ferrite material allows extraction of all the parameters of the
equivalent circuit of the current sensor electrically and magnetically,
information about the transfer function of the component can be
derived without having to perform any further two port measurements.
VII. A PPENDIX
Co
R1

C1

R2

C2

Fig. 16. Equivalent magnetic circuit for the complex permeability using
linear lumped electrical elements.

Fig. 16 depicts the equivalent lumped element circuit for representing the frequency-dependent complex permeability of the core,
and is repeated here for convenience. The complex permeability is
assumed to obey the function:
χ1
χ2
+
(15)
μr (jω) = 1 +
1 + jχ1 τ1
1 + jχ2 τ2
The admittance of this circuit in the frequency domain is:
Y (jω) = jω

μ0 μr (jω)A
l

where:
Co =

=

jωCo μr (jω)

=

Yo (jω)μr (jω)

μ0 A
l

(16)

(17)

Since Co can be calculated directly from the geometry, the other
four parameters are more easilly obtained by subtracting this value:
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The values of χ1 , χ2 , τ1 and τ2 can also be obtained by a simple
method involving graphical inspection of measuremed data of the
complex permeability. Equation (10) can be simplified:

μr (jω) − 1

=

χ1
χ2
+
1 + jχ1 τ1
1 + jχ2 τ2

=

χ1 + χ2 + jωχ1 χ2 (τ1 + τ2 )
(1 + jωχ1 τ1 ) (1 + jωχ2 τ2 )

=

Ao

1 + jω/ω12
(1 + jω/ω1 ) (1 + jω/ω2 )
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where:
Ao

=

χ1 + χ2

ω1

=

(χ1 τ1 )−1

ω2

=

ω12

=

(χ2 τ2 )−1
χ1 + χ2
χ1 χ2 (τ1 + τ2 )
Ao
χ2
χ1
+ω
ω1
2

=

(20)

The approximate values of ω1 , ω2 and ω12 can be determined
graphically by identifying asymptotes in a bode plot of the measured
μr − 1.
The plot of the complex relative permeability of N30 ferrite
indicates that it is fair to assume that ω1 < ω12 < ω2 . The frequency
(2πτ2 )−1 is Snoek’s limit, which is typically in the order of several
gigahertz for video head ferrites, whereas (2πτ1 )−1 lies somewhere
between 0.1 and 3GHz.
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